### SPECIAL ISSUE: “Voice and related matters”

**FOREWORD**  
Shinjiro KAZAMA  

### NOTES

**Impersonal and/or Passive Si Constructions in Italian**  
Shinji YAMAMOTO  

**The Expression of Passive Voice in Contemporary Russian**  
Hidehiko NAKAZAWA  

**Voice and related constructions in Malay**  
Hiroki NOMOTO  

### DATA

**Spanish**  
Toshihiro TAKAGAKI  

**Bulgarian**  
Kenta SUGAI  

**Latvian**  
Daiki HORIGUCHI  

**Lithuanian**  
Eiko SAKURAI  

**Chinese**  
Haruko KATO  

**Korean**  
Hideto ITO  

**Mongolian**  
Shinjiro KAZAMA  

**Khmer**  
Hiromi UEDA  

**Lao**  
Reiko SUZUKI  

**Burmese**  
Kenji OKANO  

**Urdu**  
Kensaku MAMIYA  

**Turkish**  
Mutsumi SUGAHARA  

**Kyrgyz**  
Jakshylyk AKMATALIEVA  

**Persian**  
Satoko YOSHIE  
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